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In the Balenciaga spring/summer 2023 campaign images , children are holding teddy bears  that are outfitted with accessories  reminiscent of adult
bondage fetish wear. Image credit: Balenciaga
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Spanish fashion brand Balenciaga apologized for its holiday campaign that included young children posing with
sexually dressed toys.

After a huge backlash from celebrities such as Kim Kardashian and parents around the world, the brand pulled the
images, and issued a statement on social media. It addressed the backlash, taking responsibility for the pulled
campaign.

"We would like to address the controversies surrounding our recent ad campaigns," the brand's post on Instagram
stated.

"We strongly condemn child abuse; it was never our intent to include it in our narrative. The two separate ad
campaigns in question reflect a series of grievous errors for which Balenciaga takes responsibility."

Due to resounding criticism, Balenciaga Nov. 23 announced the cancellation of its  latest ad campaign that featured
images of children posing with sexually suggestive merchandise and props.

In the images, children are holding teddy bears that are outfitted with accessories reminiscent of adult bondage
fetish wear. The campaign was met with swift backlash, particularly from online parent communities, and the
imagery promptly removed (see story).

French luxury conglomerate Kering has owned Balenciaga since 2001.
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Balenciaga is sued a long apology for its  much-criticized holiday campaign featuring teddy bears  in sugges tive gear. Image credit: Balenciaga

Bearing down
The post outlined the intentions behind the campaigns, offering both apologies and explanations for the resulting
images.

"The first campaign, the Gift Collection Campaign, featured children with plush bear bags dressed in what some
have labeled BDSM-inspired outfits," Balenciaga stated.

"Our plush bear bags and the gift collection should not have been featured with children," the post continued. "This
was a wrong choice by Balenciaga, combined with our failure in assessing and validating images.

"The responsibility for this lies with Balenciaga alone."

The second campaign had apparently further issues, as outlined by the brand in the post.

Balenciaga claimed negligence on the count of third parties that used document props concerning the legality of
child pornography. The third parties assured the company that they were fake, but it was found that they were legal
documents.

The brand filed complaints against the third parties as a result of the oversight, and is beginning investigations both
within the company and externally.

"The inclusion of these unapproved documents was the result of reckless negligence for which Balenciaga has filed
a complaint," the post continued.

"We take full responsibility for our lack of oversight and control of the documents in the background and we could
have done things differently."

This was followed by the brand outlining actions it plans to take moving forward, to avoid further controversy and
harm (see story).

The steps include a general revision of work practices, strengthening the leadership structure within creative
endeavors, adding checkpoints before publication and contributing to organizations that protect children from
abuse.
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